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PRESS RELEASE 

Alexandra Theatre seeks local boys to star in Peter Pan 

According to Peter Pan author J M Barrie, ‘All the world is made of faith, and trust, and pixie 

dust.’ While the Alexandra Theatre is running low on pixie dust, theatre bosses are investing 

faith and trust in the fact that the annual much-loved pantomime WILL go on. Casting for 

principles has been done and the search is now on for four young local boys to share the 

roles of Michael and John. 

Theatre Manager Hazel Latus said:  “The Regis Centre Alexandra Theatre & Spillers 

Pantomimes are on the lookout for new talent.  This year’s family pantomime is the fabulous 

story of the boy who never grew up and we are inviting local children to apply for the roles of 

Michael and John.  We need four children in total. In the first instance we are for video 

submissions. When allowed to do so, we will hold recalls.”   

Director Bev Berridge added: “We are really excited to be able to offer this opportunity to 

local youngsters. It is a chance for them to work on stage in a professional environment and 

be a part of a major production.  We are looking for boys who have talent, commitment and 

stamina.” 

Children MUST be available for the entire rehearsal and performance schedule. For those 

wishing to apply, submit your video, along with an email confirming the child’s name, age, 

height and contact details, by the end of July. Videos should be short (20 seconds) and 

provide a clear visual of the child, who should be filmed stating their name, age, height and 

a brief explanation of why they should be considered, showing lots of personality! Please 

send videos to pantoauditions@btinternet.com 

Continued over/ 
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CHARACTER DETAILS:  

Both characters should be confident actors, with bright personalities and basic dance 

ability. You MUST be totally committed and available for all dates from 29th November to 

2nd January.  

Michael: Maximum height 5’3. A young boy who is vibrant, dynamic and a bit of a ‘cheeky 

chappy’ – cute but talented, loud but controlled. Preferably an older by who looks younger 

than his years.  

John: Older brother of Michael, serious and well spoken. A bit ‘nerdy,’ he always knows the 

answer. Commands the stage. 

Ends 

Notes for Editors 

For further information please contact Vicky Edwards on 07771 890854; 

barkesfamily@aol.com 

  

 

 


